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Gear Up and Throttle Down -- Saving Fuel 
"Gear Up and Throttle Down" is a fuel-saving practice suitable for light drawbar loads (less than 
65 percent of full power) when reduced PTO speed is not a problem.  
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For the most efficient operation, a tractor's engine should be operated near its rated capacity. However, 
there are many field operations (such as light tillage, planting, cultivating, and hay raking) that do not 
require full tractor power. This is especially true when older implements, which were sized for a smaller 
tractor, are used with higher horsepower tractors. Also, many operations should be performed at a fixed 
field speed.  
For these lighter operations, a substantial amount of fuel can be saved by shifting to a faster gear and 
slowing the engine speed to maintain the desired field speed, or "Gear Up and Throttle Down." An 
example of this procedure is shifting a manual transmission car or truck from second to third gear while 
reducing the throttle setting to maintain travel speed.  
General Operating Guidelines for "Gear Up and Throttle Down" 
1. Consider "Gear Up and Throttle Down" on light load operations (typically those requiring less than 
65 percent of full engine power).  
2. Stay within the engine RPM working range specified in the operator's manual.  
3. Select a faster gear to maintain travel speed and implement productivity while reducing engine 
RPM.  
4. Do not overload the engine. Check the engine response to the throttle setting and drawbar load. 
Work, Power, Energy, and Efficiency
The fundamental definition of work is moving a weight or a force over a distance. "Foot-
pound" (abbreviated ft-lbf) is a common unit of measurement for work. For example, to lift a 55 pound 
object 10 feet would require 550 ft-lbf of work. In the case of a tractor, if a force (ie. drawbar pull) of 
3,300 pounds is needed to pull a disk and the disk is pulled 10 feet, then 33,000 ft-lbf of work would be 
done.  
Power is the amount of work done in a given period of time. If the 55 pound object was lifted 10 feet in 
one second, the power required would be 550 ft-lbf/sec. Similarly, if it takes one minute to pull the disk 
10 feet, the power required is 33,000 ft-lbf/min. The unit of measurement for power is horsepower. One 
horsepower equals 550 ft-lbf/sec or 33,000 ft-lbf/min. Both of the examples required 1 horsepower to 
complete the task.  
Energy is the capacity to do work. For tractors, gallons of fuel consumed is a measure of the amount of 
energy used.  
Efficiency is the amount of work done divided by the amount of energy used. For tractors, horsepower-
hour (hp-hr) is the standard measure of work done. One hp-hr is one horsepower expended over one hour, 
which is equivalent to 1,980,000 ft-lbf of work. Horsepower-hours per gallon (hp-hr/gal) of fuel is a 
common measure of tractor engine efficiency. Hp-hr/gal can be calculated from either PTO (power-take-
off) or drawbar power. The hp-hr/gal values from the PTO tests will be higher than the drawbar 
observations due to traction inefficiencies.  
Fuel efficiency (hp-hr/gal) is not generally affected by engine size and can be used to compare the fuel 
efficiency of different sizes of tractors. Higher values of hp-hr/gal indicate greater fuel efficiency in the 
same way that higher miles per gallon indicate a better fuel economy for highway vehicles. For diesel 
tractor engines, 13.5 hp-hr/gal would be an average fuel efficiency for drawbar loads while a very 
efficient tractor can achieve 18.5 hp-hr/gal on the PTO. Increased fuel efficiency is the advantage of 
"Gear Up and Throttle Down" practice.  
DRAWBACK -- PTO Operations 
There are a few drawbacks with "Gear Up and Throttle Down." When engine speed is reduced, reaction 
time of the tractor hydraulics will be slower, and PTO speed is correspondingly reduced. When PTO 
speed is reduced, the PTO-driven device may have unacceptable performance and/or reduced 
productivity. For some load conditions, reduced PTO speeds can reduce the PTO-driven unit's life and 
cause failure of drive lines.  
Tractor Test Data 
The fuel saving benefit of the "Gear Up and Throttle Down" practice is confirmed by the University of 
Nebraska Tractor Tests. Information on fuel efficiency is given in five of the drawbar performance tests 
(see two examples in Figures 1-a and -b). 
  
Test-1: Maximum Available Drawbar Power. In a gear selected by the manufacturer, the pull and travel 
speed are measured and used to determine maximum available power. This test is performed at full 
throttle.  
Test-2: 75 Percent of Pull at Maximum Drawbar Power. In the same gear and at full throttle, the tractor 
is operated at 75 percent of the pull measured in Test-1.  
Test-3: 75 Percent of Pull at Reduced Engine Speed. The tractor is operated in a faster gear with a 
reduced throttle setting. Pull and travel speeds are maintained about the same as in Test-2.  
Test-4: 50 Percent of Pull at Maximum Drawbar Power. In the same gear as Test-1 and at full throttle, 
the tractor is operated at half of the pull measured in Test-1.  
Test-5: 50 Percent of Pull at Reduced Engine Speed. The tractor is operated in a faster gear with a 
reduced throttle setting. Pull and travel speeds are about the same as in Test-4.  
During Test-3, most tractors use between 5 and 15 percent less fuel than during Test-2, while during 
Test-5, most tractors use between 15 and 30 percent less fuel than during Test-4. Only the throttle setting 
and operating gear changed between each of these two tests.  
Test data from more than 500 diesel tractors are summarized in Tables I and II.  
  
These tractors were tested at the University of Nebraska Tractor Test Lab or tested from other OCED test 
stations during the last 20 years. Comparing the results of Tests 4 and 5, the advantage of using the "Gear 
Up and Throttle Down" practice is illustrated. Remember, travel speed, drawbar pull, and drawbar 
horsepower were the same for these two tests. Only a change in throttle and gear settings occurred. In 
Test-5, engine speed was reduced by an average of 26 percent; fuel consumption dropped an average of 
19 percent and fuel efficiency increased 24 percent over the full throttle setting of Test-4.  
Normally, "Gear Up and Throttle Down" can be used when loads require less than 65 percent of a 
tractor's power. It is generally safe to reduce engine RPM by 20 to 30 percent of the rated RPM. Check 
the Operator's Manual for specific recommendations for your tractor.  
There is no justification for operating either turbocharged or naturally aspirated engines at full throttle 
when full drawbar horsepower is not required. Most tractor manufacturers indicate that the "Gear Up and 
Throttle Down" practice is suitable for their tractors and recommend the practice for fuel savings. 
Further, this practice could decrease maintenance, downtime, and expenses generally incurred from over-
speeding mechanical equipment.  
CAUTION -- Do Not Overload the Tractor 
When using the practice of "Gear Up and Throttle Down," the most important thing to remember is NOT 
to overload or lug the engine. Excessive black exhaust smoke is one indication of an overloaded diesel 
engine. To check the engine for overloading, work the tractor for a short time at the desired speed and 
throttle setting. Then, rapidly open the throttle. If the engine readily picks up speed, it is not overloaded, 
and the original throttle setting is suitable. If the engine does not respond quickly, shift down a gear or 
increase the engine speed. Again, check for engine overload at the new settings.  
EXAMPLE: Tractor Selection and Sizing 
Suppose an operation requires 100 drawbar horsepower. You have a choice between two tractors. The 
first is rated at 101 drawbar horsepower (Figure 1-a) and the second at 203 drawbar horsepower (Figure 
1-b). Should you use the small tractor at full throttle and full load, the large tractor at full throttle and 50 
percent load, or the large tractor at 50 percent load but using "Gear Up and Throttle Down?"  
Table III shows that the small tractor has the greatest fuel efficiency (15.5 hp-hr/gal). The savings is over 
1 gal/hr compared to the full throttle operation of the large tractor. However, only a small difference (0.2 
gal/hr) exists between the fuel used by the small tractor and the large tractor using the "Gear Up and 
Throttle Down" procedure. This shows that a large tractor sized properly for a light load will use about 
the same amount of fuel as a tractor half the size operating at full load. An added gain is the increased 
annual usage of the large tractor. This helps spread the costs of owning a large tractor over more annual 
hours of use. 
Remember, fuel consumption and engine efficiency can vary widely for individual tractor models. 
Table III. Typical tractor size and operation comparison.
 Small
1
MFWD tractor
Large2
4WD tractor
Large2
4WD tractor
Throttle setting Full Full Reduced
Percent load 100% 50% 50%
Drawbar Power (hp) 100.6 101.7 101.5
Fuel Consumption (gal/hr) 6.48 7.63 6.63
Fuel Efficiency (hp-hr/gal) 15.5 13.3 15.3
1John Deere 7600 (NTTL Summary #131), PTO-hp = 110.9 hp (Figure 1-a) 
2John Deere 8570 (NTTL Summary #138), PTO-hp = 230.8 hp (Figure 1-b)
Consult the Tractor Test Reports for your specific tractors when making an efficiency selection. Keep 
accurate records of the fuel usage of all tractors under a variety of operating conditions. With accurate 
records, an equipment system manager will be able to select the most economical tractor for a specific 
operation.  
Remove Extra Ballast 
Extra weight is used to properly ballast a tractor for field operations. Heavy draft loads require more 
ballast than lighter loads. If it is convenient for light loads, remove extra ballast to reduce rolling 
resistance and improve fuel economy as well as reduce the potential for soil compaction.  
Summary 
The fuel saving practice of "Gear Up and Throttle Down" involves reducing engine speed to 70 to 80 
percent of rated engine speed, and shifting to a faster gear to maintain the desired field speed and 
implement productivity. This practice is suitable for light drawbar loads (less than 65 percent of full 
power) when reduced PTO speed is not a problem. Remember, DO NOT overload the engine.  
If you "Gear Up and Throttle Down" whenever possible, you will be on your way toward getting the most 
for your fuel dollars.  
For Tractor Test Information Contact 
University of Nebraska Tractor Test Laboratory 
Biological Systems Engineering Dept. 
LW Chase, University of Nebraska 
P.O. Box 830726 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0726 
(402) 472-2824  
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